INFINITY MIRROR PHOTOBOOTH
Transport your guests abroad into a world with awe inspiring glimpses of the cosmos, neverending-abyss of
light that creates captivating images that can be viewed in VR and shared to social platforms.

A real show-stopper.
Whether it’s an on-premise experience, private event, or large festival, the Infinity Mirror
Photobooth will engage your guests all day long, and create a memorable experience of your
brand and event.
Immerse yourself into a cube of endless mirrors and LED wall imagery, up to 4 guests can enter
the booth at once and capture the world’s coolest selfie.
The booth is equipped to capture and email photos of your guest’s experience.

Perfect for:
• Marketing activations
• Product launches
• Events
• Trade shows
• Festivals
• Conferences

Here’s how it works:

Shoot.

See.

Share.

Get your photo taken in an
enclosure with endless mirrors
and unique imagery.

See your photo in VR, with the
sharable link that is emailed.

Share your photo
on Facebook and other social
platforms

Make it yours.
Customize the exterior with your brand messaging
Two sizes available: 8’ x 8’ and 8’ x 12’
8’ x 8’ back wall hidden behind two way mirror panel, with the
options of LED screens, LCD screens, or rear projection.
Enclosure walls, ceiling and floor are fully mirrored
Booth is completely portable - Setup and take down takes 3 hours (on
average)

Guests receive an Equirectangular (long) photo and can view
their photo in VR or share to Facebook as a 360° photo!
positioning your brand in the feeds of thousands of social media users.

The ultimate turnkey solution.

High impact

Versatile

Easy operation

Draw crowds and captivate guests. The
power of Infinity Room “selfies” and
social media keeps the conversation
going long after your activation.

Infinite possibilities. Configure it to your
needs and send it to any type of
activation, anywhere in the world.

Fully staffed and ready to go. From
shipping to setup to execution, we take
care of everything. No tech knowledge
required.

INFINITY MIRROR PHOTOBOOTH

info@metavrse.com
metavrse.com/vrphotobooth
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